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1. Introduction. The first part of this paper is devoted to setting forth

for future reference some results on fiber spaces in the sense of Hurewicz [l ]

and also to illustrate techniques associated with the use of "lifting functions."

The second part (§5), which was motivated by what preceded, is devoted to

exploring a definition of fiber space which is invariant under fiber-homotopy

equivalence [2]; i.e., if (X, B, p) and (X, B, q) are fiber-homotopy equivalent

triples, then if one is a fiber space so is the other. Of course, this is not true

for fiber spaces in the sense of Hurewicz [l] or Serre [3].

2. Preliminaries. For the convenience of the reader, we recall the defini-

tion of fiber space [l] employed in §3. If p: X^B is a map (=continuous

function), let £lp denote the subset of XXB1 consisting of ordered pairs (x, co)

such that p(x) = co(0). Then, we have a natural map p: X1—>fl„ given by

p(a) = (a(0), pa). (X, B, p) is called a fiber space (in the sense of Hurewicz) if

p admits a cross section X, i.e., a map X: 0P—>X7 such that p\ = l. Such a map

X is called a lifting function. It is easy to see that (X, B, p) is a fiber space if

and only if the Covering Homotopy Theorem holds for (X, B, p) with respect

to every topological space. A lifting function X is called regular if \(x, co) is a

constant path whenever co is. If (X, B, p) admits a regular lifting function it

is called a regular fiber space. Every fiber space (X, B, p) with B metric is

regular [l ]. We note also that fiber spaces in the sense of Hurewicz-Steenrod

and Hu (see [l ]) are fiber spaces in the above sense if the base space is para-

compact and hence subsequent results will apply in these situations.

In the sequel it will be convenient to obtain a local product representation

of fiber spaces up to fiber-homotopy equivalence. This we will be able to do

for fiber spaces (X, B, p) where B satisfies a weak locally contractible condi-

tion.

Definition. A space B is weakly locally contractible (wlc) if for every

boEB, there exists an open set U containing ba which is contractible to b0 in

B, i.e., there exists a homotopy H: UXI^>B such that 7/0 = 1 and Hi = b0.

We note that any contractible space is wlc and furthermore, we show

below that wlc is a homotopy type invariant. These properties justify the

use of the property wlc rather than the perhaps more natural property

"locally contractible."

Proposition, wlc is a homotopy type invariant.
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Proof. Suppose ip: X~± Y: <p is a homotopy equivalence and X is wlc. Take

yoE Y and set x0=c£(yo). Let U denote an open set in X containing x0 and

H: UXI-+X a homotopy such that H0 = l and Hi = x0. Let 4>: FX/^F de-
note a homotopy such that $0 = 1 and ^i=\[/(j>. Let V = <p~1(U) and define a

homotopy G: VXI—>Fas follows

= iHy, 20,     og^ 1/2,

{y'      '    \p[H(<p(y),2t- 1)],      1/2 £t£ 1.

Then, it is easy to see that Go = l and Gi=\//(xo) =\f/<p(y0). Since ip<p(y0) and yc

lie in the same arc component of Y, our proof is complete.

Remark. Actually what we showed in the above is that a space dominated

by a wlc space is wlc.

3. Basic theorems in fiber spaces. Let (X, B, p) denote a fiber space and

X a lifting function. X induces a map X: X1—>XJ as follows.

X(a) = X[«(0), pa], aEX'.

The following result is basic.

Proposition 1. X~l preserving projections, i.e., there exists a homotopy

H-.X'XI-^X1 such that H0 = l, Hi = l and pH(a, s)(t)=pa(t) for aEX1;
s, tEI.

Proof. For aEX1, sEI, let ocEX1 denote the path given by

,.        (a(t),        O^tlks,
a>(t) =  <

\a(s), s ^ 1^1.

Set a) = pa and let w1_s denote the path

(U(s + 1),      O^t^l-s,

l«(l), 1 -*£ < £ 1.

Then, the required homotopy H: X'XI-^X1 is obtained by setting

(a,(t),        0 g / g s,
B(a,s)(t) =   \   r

Proposition 2. // (X, B, p) is a fiber space and if B is O-connected, then

all the fibers p~x(b), bEB have the same homotopy type.

Proof. Take b and V in B and let F = p~1(b), F' = p~1(b'). Yet a denote a

path from b to V, and w* the inverse of w, i.e., u*(t) =w(l — t). We set up a

homotopy equivalence <£: F^F':\j/ as follows. If X is a lifting function for

(X, B,p), set

4>(x) = X[x, a>](l),        x £ 77

and
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*rv) = \[x', «*](1),       *' E F'.

We show that i/'cp-^l. That c/>i^"~l follows in a similar manner. Let X denote

the map of Proposition 1 and let if be a homotopy connecting 1 and X, pre-

serving projections. Define a homotopy G: FXI—>F as follows. Set

G(x, t) = H[\(x, co)*, *](1)

where \(x, w)*(t) =X(x, co)(l — t). Then, G(x, 0) =x, G(x, 1) =\p<p(x) and since

H preserves projections G(x, t)EF. Therefore, \p(p~l in F and our result

follows.

The next result is analogous to one given by G. S. Young [4] for fiber

bundles.

Proposition 3. Let (X, B, p) denote a fiber space with X 0-connected. Then

any two arc-components of a given fiber are of the same homotopy type.

Proof. Take bEB and let C and C" denote two arc components of p_1(b)-

Fix xoE C and x0' E C and let a denote a path in X from x0 to x0'. A homotopy

equivalence d>: C^-C: 4* is set up as follows:

4>(x) = \[x, co](l), x EC,

4>(x') = \[x', co*](l),     x' E C

where X is a lifting function, w=pa and co* is the inverse of co. We first show

that (p(x)EC, i.e., <p: C^>C. It suffices to exhibit a path from (p(x) to x&.

Let |3 denote a path from x to x0 and set

y(l) = X[t3(t), «](D.

Then, 7 is a path from (p(x) to <p(xo). Since <p(x0) is obtained by lifting the

projection of a with initial point a(0), we may apply Proposition 1 and ob-

tain a path from cp(xo) to Xo. Therefore, we have the required path from

4>(x) to xj and hence (p(C)^C'. Similarly ip(C)=\C- Now, making use of

Proposition 1 in much the same manner as in the previous result, it is easy to

see that cp and \p form a homotopy equivalence.

Remark. As is well known, Propositions 2 and 3 are false for fiber spaces

in the sense of Serre.

We review now the definition of fiber-homotopy equivalence. Two triples

(X, 73, p), (Y, B, q) are fiber-homotopy equivalent if there exist fiber maps

</>: X+±Y:\p such that ^c/>~l and <p^"~l with projection-preserving homo-

topies, e.g., if H is a homotopy connecting i^cp and 1, His required to satisfy

the condition

pE(x, t) = p(x), 0 g ( g 1.

The pair (<p, \p) is called a fiber-homotopy equivalence.

Proposition 4. If (X, B, p) is a fiber space with B wlc, then for each bEB,
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there is an open set U containing b such that (p~1(U), U, p) is fiber-homotopy

equivalent to UXFb, where Fb = p~l(b). In particular, if B is contractible,

(X, B, p) is fiber-homotopy equivalent to a product space.

Proof. For boEB, let U denote an open set containing b which can be

contracted to b0 in B; i.e., there exists a map II: U^B1 such that H(b) (0) = b,

11(b)(1) =b0. Let X denote a lifting function and define <p: p~l(U)-^UXF as

follows:

4>(x) = (p(x), \[x, H(p(x))](l)).

\p: UXF->p-\U) is defined by

t(b,f) = \[f, H(b)*](l)

where H(b)* is the inverse of the path H(b). It is clear that £cp=pip where

£: UXF^U is the natural projection. Furthermore, applying Proposition 1

one sees that 0i/"~l and ipcp^-'l, preserving projections and hence (p~1(U),

U, p) is fiber-homotopy equivalent to (UXF, U, §).

Combining Propositions 2 and 4 we obtain:

Proposition 5. If (X, B, p) is a fiber space with B wlc and O-connected,

then there exists a single space F and a family \Ua\ of open sets covering B such

that (p~l(Ua), Ua, p) is fiber-homotopy equivalent to the product UaXF; i.e.,

(X, B, p) is locally trivial—up to fiber-homotopy equivalence.

Remark. Propositions 4 and 5 are false for fiberings with base space not

wlc (see §4). Proposition 5 motivates the definition of fiber space we con-

sider in §5.

Proposition 6. Let (X, B, p) denote a fiber space where X is metric and B

is wlc and paracompact. Then (X, B, p) is a regular fiber space.

Proof. Take bEB. Then by Proposition 4, there is an open set U contain-

ing b such that (p~1(U), U, p) is fiber-homotopy equivalent to UXFb-

Therefore, p\ p~l(U) admits a cross section and therefore U may be imbedded

in X. Hence U is metric. Therefore, (see §2) (p~l(U), U, p) is a regular fiber

space and (X, B, p) is locally regular. Since B is paracompact, we may apply

the Uniformization Theorem in [l] and conclude that (X, B, p) is a regular

fiber space. Actually, once we know that B is locally metric and paracompact,

we could apply a theorem of Smirnov [5] and conclude that B is metric.

Whereupon, we may apply the result that a fiber space with metric base is

regular.

Proposition 7. Let (X, B, p) denote a fiber space and F = p~l(b), bEB, a

fiber which is contractible in X to xo E F. Let A denote the space of loops of B

based at b. Then A dominates F.

Proof. Since F is contractible in X, there is a map C: F-^-X1 such that
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C(x)(0)=x0 and C(x)(l)=x, ior xEF. Let FoQX1 denote the paths in X

emanating from Xo and terminating in F. Then, £:X—>J3 induces a map

p: 77o->A by setting p(a)(t) =p[a(t)], for aEFoand tEI- Let <p: F-+A be the

map pC. A map \j/' A—>7? is obtained as follows. For co£A, set

*f» = X(«0> «)(1)

where X is a lifting function. Let H denote the homotopy of Proposition 1

connecting 1 and X. Define G: FXI-^F by

G(x, t) = H[C(x), t](l).

Then, G(x, 0) =x and G(x, 1) = X(C(x))(l) = X[xo, cp(x)](l) =\p4>(x). Therefore,

\[/(p<^->l and A dominates F.

This result provides a necessary condition for the existence of fiberings

with fibers contractible in the total space(2). We note further that if in Propo-

sition 7, we assume that (X, B, p) is regular and that F is contractible in X

relative to Xo, then in the above proof we would have the following. If e is the

constant loop at b, then cp(x0) =e, \p(e) =x0 and $(p^->\ relative to x0.

The next proposition is an analogue of Theorems 1.1 and 3.1 of E. H.

Spanier and J. H. C. Whitehead [6]. Although we are assuming a stronger

covering homotopy theorem, no hypotheses (e.g., ANR, CPF-complex) are

made on the spaces involved. The proof is different and is based on Proposi-

tion 7 and the following lemma. We use the term IZ-space as given in [3]

which is slightly more general than that used in [6].

Lemma. Let A denote an H-space with homotopy-identity e. Suppose F is a

space and <p: F^A: \p are given maps such that

(1) there exists an element xoEF such that c/>(x0) —e,

(2) xj/cp^l relative to Xo.

Then F is an H-space with x0 as homotopy-identity.

The simple proof is left to the reader.

Proposition 8. Let (X, B, p) denote a regular fiber space and F = p~l(b)

a fiber. If F is contractible in X to a point x0£F relative to Xo, then F is an II-

space.

Proof (3). This result is an immediate consequence of the remarks follow-

ing Proposition 7, the preceding lemma, and the fact that the loop space A

is an 77-space.

Remark. The binary operation in F above is geometrically the following.

Given two elements x and x' in F, the contraction of F in X yields two paths

in X from x0 to x and x', respectively. These paths are then projected into B

and multiplied as loops. The product loop is then lifted with initial point x0.

(2) It is not difficult to show that Proposition 7 is false for fiberings in the sense of Serre.

(3) E. H. Spanier informs me that a similar proof was communicated to him by J. P. Serre.
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The right hand end point of this path is the product of x and x'.

Our next proposition is a cross section theorem for fiber spaces. The classi-

cal cross-section theorem [7] is false for fiber spaces even when the spaces

involved are separable metric. The hypothesis that the base space in wlc

seems crucial (see §4).

Proposition 9. Let (X, B, p) denote a fiber space such that X and B are

separable metric and X is an ANR (separable metric). If B is O-connected and

wlc and the fibers are contractible^), then the cross-section theorem is valid, i.e.,

if g: A^>X is a map from a closed subset A into X such that pg = l, then there

exists an extension g: B—*X of g such that pg = l.

Proof. Using Proposition 5, we have a family of "coordinate neighbor-

hoods" { Ua] covering B, a space F and maps \pa: p~1(U)^~UaXF:cpa such

that ypa4>a'^/l and <pa'4,a'^l preserving projections. Since the fibers are con-

tractible, we may assume that Fis a single point. Let { W,-\ denote a counta-

ble open cover of X such that for each j, WjQ. Ua lor some a. Suppose that

g: A^fX is a given "partial" cross section where A is closed in B. We proceed

to extend the cross section to AVJWi=Ai. This, of course, will suffice to

prove the result. Fix an a such that WiQ Ua. For bEWi, set h(b) =cpa(b, F).

Then, h: Wi—>p~1(U) is a cross section over Wi. Yet Ci=AC\Wi. We show

next that h\ Cx-—'g| Ciin the class of cross sections. Let Y: p~1(Ua) Xl^>p~l(Ua)

denote a homotopy such that Po = l, Yi=cpJpa, and pY(x, t)=p(x), for

xEp~l(Ua) and t~\I. Set

y(b,t) = T(g(b),t);       bECi,tEI-

Then, for each t, yt is a cross section on Ci. Furthermore, 7o=g| Ci. Also,

y(b,l)=Y(g(b),l) = <Pata(g(b)) = <pa(b,F) = h(b). Therefore, yx = h\Ci. We
now apply the homotopy extension theorem as follows. Using h, yi:

Ci—>p~1(Ua) has an extension to Wi. Therefore,

y.(CiXI)V(WiX {l})^p-KUa)

is a partial homotopy and hence we have a homotopy extension

y*:WiXl^p-l(U«)

of y. Set 7* =g*: Wi-^>p~l(Ua). g*=g on d but g* is not yet a cross section.

We do have, however, pg*~l with a homotopy H: WiXl—>Ua such that

Ho = pg*, Hi = l and H(b, t)=b for &GC,. Interpret Has a map H*: Wi-^UJ,

and let X denote a regular lifting function for (X, B, p). We "pull" g* over

to a cross section as follows. Set

g(b) = \[g*(b), H*(b)](l).

(*) The fibers, therefore, may not be solid.
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Then, f is a cross section over Wi which agrees with g on Ci. Setting g(b)

= g(b) on A, we see that g: Ai-^X is the required extension of g toAi.

Remark. Proposition 9 is valid under the following hypotheses: (X, B, p)

a regular fiber space with X an ANR((7), where Q contains the closed subsets

of B (see Hanner [8]), B O-connected, wlc, Lindelof and normal, and the

fibers contractible.

We next prove the following lemma:

Lemma. Let (X, B, p) denote a fiber space where X is a separable metric

ANR. If B is O-connected (equivalent to p being "onto"), wlc and paracompact,

then B as well as the fibers are separable metric ANR's.

Proof. We show first that B is a separable metric ANR. Let U denote

an open set containing b which is contractible in X to b. Then, (p~1(U), U, p)

is fiber-homotopy equivalent to UXF and hence p admits a local cross section

over U. Therefore, U may be imbedded in p~x(U) where it is a retract of

p~x(U). Since p~l(U) is an ANR, U is an ANR (separable metric). Since B

is locally metric and paracompact, it is metric [5], Furthermore, since B is the

continuous image of a separable metric space, it is separable. Finally, B is a

local ANR and hence an ANR (separable metric) [9]. Next, we show that any

fiber F = p~1(bo) is a neighborhood retract in X. Since B is an ANR (separable

metric) there is a neighborhood G of bo which is contractible to b in B relative

to bo, i.e., there is a map H: G-+B1 such that H(b)(0) =b, H(b)(l) =b0 and

H(bo) is the constant path at bo. For xEp~x(G), set

r(x) = \[x, H(p(x))](l),

where X is a regular lifting function (B is metric). r(x) is clearly a retraction

of p-'(F) into F. Hence F is an ANR.

Remark. This lemma is false without the wlc condition on B. Further-

more, the corresponding theorem for fiber bundles is trivial (with no hypoth-

eses on B). This lemma raises the following question which is easily answered

for fiber bundles in the affirmative.

Question. If (X, B, p) is a fiber space in which X is separable metric

and B as well as the fibers are separable metric ANR's, is X an ANR?

The final proposition in this section is an analogue of Theorem 1.2 of

E. H. Spanier and J. H. C. Whitehead [6] and the proof is essentially that

used by Serre in [3] and does not require proving that the fibers are H-spaces

or any cross section theorem, nor does it require local compactness. We merely

need the fact that a separable metric ANR, all of whose homotopy groups

vanish, is contractible.

Proposition 10. Let (X, B, p) denote a fiber space in which X is a finite

dimensional, separable metric AR. Suppose B is O-connected, paracompact, and

wlc and that the fibers are O-connected. Then, (X, B, p) is fiber-homotopy equiva-

lent to a product BXF, where F is any fiber.
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Proof. By the previous Lemma B and any fiber F are separable metric

ANR. Since p admits of local cross sections (B is wlc) B is finite dimensional.

Of course F is, clearly. Therefore, using the result in Serre [3], since ~i(B) =0

and X is homologically trivial, we have that B (and F) is homologically

trivial. Since B is simply connected and acyclic, B is contractible. Hence by

Proposition 4, (X, B, p) is fiber-homotopy equivalent to BXF.

Remark. Proposition 10 is false without the wlc condition on B (see §4).

4. An example. Let B denote the well-known space in the plane con-

structed as follows. Let Ai = {(x, y)|x = 0, — 2 gy gl}, A2= {(x, y)\ Ogxgl,

y = - 2}, A, = {(x, y)\x = 1, - 2 ^ y ^ 0], At = {(x, y) \ 0 < x g 1,
y = sin (27r/x)}. Then, B=liAi. Let X denote the half-open interval [0, 4)

and let /: X—*B denote the "natural" biunique map taking [0, l] onto Ai,

[l,'2] onto A2, [2, 3] onto A3 and [3, 4) onto A4. Let &0 = (0, 1) and B the space

of paths in B emanating from bo- Then (B, B, p) is a regular fiber space, where

p maps a path into its right hand end point, and the fiber over bo is the loop

space A of B based at bo. Furthermore, let X denote the space of paths based

in X at 0. Then,/: X^>B induces a map/: X-^B. Yet g=f~1: B^>X, which is a

function but not a map. It is a simple matter to show that g induces a map

g: B-^>X which is the inverse of/. Hence, B and A are AR's, whereas B is not.

This serves as a counter-example for the following results in §3.

(a) Propositions 4 and 5. The validity of these propositions implies the

existence of local cross sections which would imply that B is a local ANR

and hence an ANR.

(b) Proposition 9. The validity of this proposition would imply that B

is an ANR.

(c) The lemma preceding Proposition 10.

In fact, in the above (X, B, f) is itself a fibering in the sense of Hurewicz.

This shows that the theorem of Whitehead-Spanier (Proposition 10) is false

for fiber spaces without the wlc assumption on B.

5. A definition of fiber space, invariant under fiber-homotopy equiva-

lence. The definition of equivalent fiber bundles ( = locally trivial) usually

employs a fiber-preserving homeomorphism. It is a trivial result that if

(X, B, p), (Y, B, q) are triples and if /: X—*Y is a fiber-preserving homeo-

morphism, then if (X, B, p) is a fiber bundle so is (Y, B, q). The corresponding

theorem for fiber spaces is false if one uses fiber-homotopy equivalence and

the usual definitions of fiber spaces (with the exception, of course, of that

employed by A. Grothendieck). In this section, we explore a definition of fiber

space which is very similar to the definition of fiber bundle and which further

(1) is invariant under fiber-homotopy equivalence,

(2) yields a covering homotopy theorem which is sufficient to imply the

exactness of the homotopy sequence and also the Leray-Serre theorem for

the associated spectral sequence,

(3) yields a cross-section theorem when the fibers are contractible.

The definition, which is quite natural, is as follows.
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Definition. Let p: X—>B denote a map and F a space such that there

exists an open cover { Ua] of B with p~1(Ua) fiber-homotopy equivalent to

UaXF. Then (X, B, p) is called a fiber space.

In short, a fiber space is a local product space—up to fiber-homotopy

equivalence. It is immediate that this definition is invariant under fiber-

homotopy equivalence and that all fiber bundles are fiber spaces in this sense.

Furthermore, if (X, B, p) is a fiber space in the sense of Hurewicz (§2), where

B is O-connected and wlc, then (X, B, p) is a fiber space. (It is understood

that we use the term fiber space in the above sense in the rest of the paper.)

Also, it is immediate from 4he definition of fiber space above that all fibers

p_1(b), bEB are of the same homotopy type. We proceed now to prove a

covering homotopy theorem for fiber spaces and begin with some definitions.

This theorem is complicated by the fact that one may not even be able to

lift arcs in the usual manner. For example, let X be the set of points in the

plane A\JB where 4 = {(1/2, y)|-l^y^l} and B = {(x, 0)|0gx^l}.

Then (X, B, p) is a fiber space, where p is the natural projection. However,

one cannot lift arcs in 73 which begin at the "singular point" (1/2, 0), with

preassigned initial point.

Definition. Let H: YXI—>B, G: YXl—>B denote given homotopies.

Then H and G are said to be strongly homotopic if there exists a map V:

YXIXI-^B such that

(1) T(y, t, 0) =H(y, t), T(y, t, 1) =G(y, t);yE F Og^l,
(2) T(y,0,s)=H(y,0),T(y, l,s)=H(y, 1); yGF, 0=s = l,
(3) if for fixed yEY, H(y, t) is stationary with t, then Y(y, t, s) is station-

ary with t and s.

Generalized covering homotopy theorem (gCHT). Let (X, B, p) de-

note a triple, p: X^B, and Y a topological space. Then, the gCHT is said to

hold for (X, B, p) wrt Y if whenever H: YXI-^B and g: F—>X are given maps

such that pg = H0, then there exists a homotopy G: YXI^X such that G0 = g

and H is strongly homotopic to pG.

Theorem 1. Let (X, B, p) denote a fiber space. Then, the gCHT holds for

(X, B, p) wrt compact Hausdorff spaces.

Proof. The proof is a modification of that in Steenrod [7] for bundles.

Let { Ua} denote an open cover of B such that (p~1(Ua), Ua, p) is fiber-

homotopy equivalent to UaXF, and let \(/a: p~1(Ua):f:±UaXF: <pa, denote a

fiber-homotopy equivalence. Now, suppose Y is a compact Hausdorff space,

H: YXl—>B is a given homotopy and g: F—>X is a map covering the initial

stage of H, i.e., pg = H0. Then, H~1(Ua) is an open cover of YXI and, conse-

quently, we have a finite refinement of the form { VjXlk] where V}; j

= 1, • • • , m, are open sets in F and Ik, k = 1, • • • , n, are intervals, open in

I, such that Ikr\Ik' t^ cp if and only if k — k'= +1. For each k, l^k^n — l,

hx a point tkEhr\Ik+i,andlett0 = Q and tn = l-Then, 0=t0<ti< ■ ■ ■ <tn = l.

Now, for each yEY select a triple of open sets W, W', W", such that
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y E W C W C W' C W C W" C W" C 7,- for some/.

A finite number of these triples, W,-, H7,', Wi', 1 ̂ i^s, can be chosen so that

\JWi= Y. We proceed to "cover" H: YX [to, h]-^B. Let u{: F->[/0, *i] denote

Urysohn maps such that

Ui(Wi) = ti,       Ui(Y -Wi) = to-

Furthermore, define maps r,-: F—>[0, l] as follows r0 = 0 and for i^.1 set

Ti(y) = max ux(y), • • • , w,-(y).

Then, 0 =r0(y) gri(y) gr2(y) g • ■ • gr,(y) = fr, for y£ F. We now proceed to

define a map G1: YX [to, fi]—>X which "almost" covers H: YX [to, h]->B. As

a matter of convenience, we will work with the interval [to, 2h — to] and

"shrink it" later. We decompose YX [to, 2ti— to] into closed sets as follows:

For, l^i^s, and\=(h — to)/s

Zi={(y,t)\yE Y, n-i(y) + (i - 1)X g t£ n-i(y) + ix],

Yi= [y,t)\yE Wi,Ti-i(y) + iX^t^ u(y) + iX\.

Then, if we set Ki = Z^JYi, it is clear that

Ki C Ki C • • • C K. = YX [to, 2h - to].

We define G\: Ki—>X as follows. Consider (y, t)EYi, whence yEW{ and

To(y)+Xg<gri(y)+X. Set

(1) Gl(y, t) = 4>a[H(y, I - X), Wg(y))2],       (y, t) E Yx

where H(W{ X [to, h])^Ua and ipa(g(y))iEF is the second coordinate of

xPa(g(y))- G\ is extended to Zx as follows, <pjpa'^l preserving projections. Let

Y: p~1(Ua)Xl—>p~l(Ua) denote a projection-preserving homotopy such that

r0 = l, and Yi=<pa\pa. Also, let u{ denote a Urysohn map, u{ : F—>[0, l] such

that

u{(Wi) = 1    and    u{(Y - W(') = 0.

Set

(2) G\(y, t) = Y [g(y), u[ (y) -£-],        (y, t) E Zx.

Now, take (y, t)E YiC\Zi. Then, yEW{ and t=~X, whence using either (1) or

(2), we obtain

G*(y, 0 = 4>aUs(y)),     (y, t)EYi^ zx.

Therefore, G\ is defined and continuous on Ki. We note the following properties

of Gi:
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(i) pG\(y, t) =pg(y) =H(y, 0), (y, t)EZu
(ii) pGl(y,t)=H(y,t-\),(y,t)EYi.

Now, let

gi(y) = G\(y, rifcO + X),        yE Y.

We now define G%: K2-*X. Take (y0, 0 £ F2 and set

(3) G*(y, 0 = 4>AH(y, t - 2X), Mgi(y))2],       Ov, 0 G F2

where H(Wi X [to, h])QUf, for some index p\ Now, let T'-.p-^Up)

Xl—J>p~1(U8) denote a projection-preserving homotopy such that r0' =1 and

IY =<p/3'/'0. Also, let u{ denote a Urysohn map u{ : F—>[0, 1 ] such that

ui(Wl) = 1    and   u{(Y - Wi') = 0.

Set

(4) G*(y, t) = V [gi(y), u2'(y) i-^-ij, (y, 0 E Za.

We check first, the consistency of G% on Z2(~\Y2. Take (y, /)£Z2P\F2. Then

yEW{ and t=n(y)+2\. Then, using (3)

G*(y, t) = (pp[H(y, n(y)), Mgi(y))*\ = <t>f>Mgi(y))-

Furthermore, using (4)

Gl(y, t) = T'[gi(y), l] - Mfgi(y)-

Therefore, G%(y, t):K2—*X is a well-defined map. We note the following

properties of G\:

(i) pG\(y, t) =pgi(y) =H(y, n(y)), (y, t)EZ2,
(ii) pGl(y, t)=H(y, /-2X), (y, t)EY2,
(iii) G|(y, 0 =Gl(y, t) for (y, t)EKir\K2.

We verify (iii) as follows. It suffices to consider (y, t)EKi(~\Z2. In such a

case it is easy to see that Z=Ti(y)-|-X and hence

G\(y, t) = G\(y, n(y) + X) = gi(y) = r'[gl(y), 0] = G*(y, /).

Hence, G\ = G% on KiC\K2.

Continuing in the obvious manner we obtain maps G*: K—>X, l^i^s

with the following properties:

(i) pGi(y, t)=H(y, r^i(y)), (y, t)EZ(,

(ii) pGl(y, t) =H(y, t-i\), (y, t)EY{,
(iii) Gi(y, t)=G%~1(y, 0, (v. OEKi^Ki-i.

Thus, we may define a homotopy G*: YX [to, 2h — to]—>X by setting

G»(y, 0 = G\(y, t)
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where (y, t)EK{. Define G1: YX [to, h]->X by

G\y,t) = G*(y,2l- l0).

Now it is clear that Gl(y, to) =g(y), and we show next that pGl is strongly

homotopic to II: YX [to, h]-+B.

We define a homotopy <£: YX [to, fa]XI—>B as follows. Take (y, t)EY

X [to, h]. Set

(a) *(y, t, s)=E[y, t(l-s)+Ti-i(y)s] if

Ti-i(y) + (i- 1)X + to Ti-i(y) + tX + to
- < / < -,

2 2

(b) *(y, t, s)=H[y, t(l-s)+s(2t-ik-t0)] if

Ti-i(y) + iX + to Ti(y) + iX + to

2 2

We note that <J> is a well-defined map and list its properties which are easily

verified

(1) $(y, t, 0) =H(y, t), $(y, *, 1) =pG\y, t),
(2) *(y, to, s) =H(y, to), $(y, h, s) =II(y, t),

(3) If H(y, t) is stationary with /, for fixed y, then 3?(y, t, s) is stationary

with / and s.

Thus, we see that pGl: YX [to, h]-+B is strongly homotopic to II. Now,

working successively with the intervals [ti, fa], [fa, fa], • • • we obtain a

homotopy G: YX [0, l]—>B such that pG is strongly homotopic to H and

our proof is complete.

We mention the following extension of the above theorem. The proof in-

volves fitting homotopies together in an uninteresting fashion and is omitted.

Theorem. Let (X, B, p) denote a fiber space. Then, the gCIIT holds for

(X, B, p) wrt C-spaces [7].

Remark. One should be able to adopt the techniques used by Hurewicz

[l ] to prove a universal gCHT if B is paracompact. A possible approach

would be to ask whether given a fiber space (X, B, p), does there exist a fiber

space (F, B, q) in the sense of Hurewicz (§2) which is fiber-homotopy equiva-

lent to (X, B, p). An affirmative answer to this question would prove the

above universal gCHT.

We next prove the following cross-section theorem.

Theorem. Let (X, B, p) be a fiber space with X an ANR(Q), where Q con-

tains the closed subsets of B. Suppose further that the fiber F is contractible and

B is compact Hausdorff. Then, if f: A—>X is a given cross section, A closed in B,

there exists a cross section g: 23—>X such that g\ A<^->f preserving projections.

Proof. Let  { Ua] denote an open cover of B such that p~1(Ua) is fiber-
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homotopy equivalent to UaXF and let ipa: p~1(Ua)'^±UaXF: <p« denote a

fiber-homotopy equivalence. Furthermore, let Vj, j = l, • • • , n denote a

finite open cover of B such that VjCUa ior some a. Suppose that/: A —>X

is a given cross section, where A is closed in B. We obtain a cross section

gi:^4WFi—>X such that gi|^4~/ preserving projections. Since we are as-

suming F contractible, we may assume F is a single point. Fix an index a

such that ViC. Ua- A cross section over Ua is obtained by setting gi(b)

= (pa(b, F). Let C=ViC\A. Define G: CXI^X by

G(b, f) = Y(f(b), t)

where Y is a projection-preserving homotopy: p~x( Ua) Xl-^p~1(Ua) such that

r0 = l and Ti=(paij/a. Then G0=/| C and Gi=(pc,4/af\ C. But, for bEC

4>a^f(b) = 4>a(b, F) = gi(b).

Therefore, Gi=gi\C. We now apply the homotopy extension theorem and

extend G to FiX/with Gi=gx. Let H = pG. Extend II to AKJVi XI by setting

H(b, t) =b for bEA. Now, we apply the gCHT using II: AVJViXl-^B and
initial map g* which is /on A and Go on Vi. Therefore, there exists a homo-

topy G*: AKJViXl—>X such that pG* is strongly homotopic to II and

G* =g*. Let g = G*. Then, g is a cross section over A'UVi and glA^f where

the connecting projection-preserving homotopy is just G*\AXI. We then

continue this procedure adding one Vj at a time to the range the cross section

and since the Vj are finite in number our result follows.

Theorem. The above cross-section theorem holds for base spaces which are

C„ and A is compact.

Proof. By assumption, we have a countable sequence of open sets IF,- such

that Wi are compact,- W,:C Wi+i and 0Wi = B. We may assume without loss

that ACWu Now, let f: A—>X denote the given cross section and let uk,

k=0, 1, 2, • • •  denote Urysohn maps B^>[0, l] such that

w*(F*_0 = 0,        uk(Y - Wk) = 1

where we set Wo=A tor notational convenience.

Let gi denote a cross section over Wi such that gi| A^-'f, preserving projec-

tions, and in general, let gk denote a cross section over Wk such that gk\ Wk~i

~gfc_i, preserving projections. Furthermore, let r*: WkXl^>X denote a

projection-preserving homotopy such that rJ = gA and Ti=gk+i\Wk. For

bEWk-Wk-i, *£1, set

g(b) = r*(4, uk(b)).

For bEWo, set g(b) =gi(b). g is clearly a cross section and g | ̂ 4 ■—'/, preserving

projections, which completes the proof.

Remark. The reader will note that we have required that the base space

be locally compact in the above theorem. This restriction is not made in the
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classical cross section theorem for bundles [7] nor in Proposition 9 of §3.

Added in proof. With regard to properties (1), (2), and (3) mentioned in

the first paragraph of this section, it should be remarked that the definition

of fiber space employed here also satisfies

(4) if (X, B, p) is a fiber space and/: A—*B is a map, then (f~l(X), q, A)

is also a fiber space, where f~l(X) = {(a, x)EA XA^|/(a) =p(x)} and q(a, x)

= a.

This property (4) is not enjoyed by the quasi-fibrations of Dold and

Thorn [10].
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